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ANNOUNCEMENT!I had a customer point something out today I usually explain to people but I must 

have forgot. Names are not important and it was just a question. 

  

So here is more clarification how it works. In a litter of say 5,  2 females and 4 males. Litter size does 

not matter it always works the same. 

  

SELECTVS EXCELLENT 

  

As far as puppy picks go. It is always first deposit first served. If you are second deposit then you are 

second pick SELECT PUPPY! if you are on a male say, out of the 3 males you are second pick 

select! 

Whatdoes this mean? Select is a normal puppy. There will ALWAYS be at least 1 TOP pick 

FEMALE and one TOP PICK MALE, hence the term EXCELLENT! 

  

The breeder holds and reserves the right to the absolute top pick male or female, this is stated in my 

invoice I send right after deposit is left! I don't always keep one at all. If I do it is definitely an 

excellent MY PICK! The same EXCELLENT PICK one would get and WOULD NOT HAVE A 

CHOICE if purchased. Which leads me to the next topic.  EXCELLENT is usually $300 more 

WITHOUTBREEDING RIGHTS. WITH BREEDING RIGHTS is USUALLY $700 more. ALL litters are 

different but this is the norm. Special litters or titled dogs would probably be higher for example. 

  

Sometimes don't' go into this on the phone in detail or in email. 

Now if I do I sense they want the best dog out of the litter I go into detail how it works. Most people 

and customers of mine just want a high quality pet probably worthy of breeding. But you cannot 

breed a non excellent Puppy. So if you want to breed or show you need to state that and buy an 

EXCELLENT from the get go. 

  

If a Customer does buy an Excellent I mark them in the group as pick #1 and EXCELLENT beside it. 

If there is NO EXCELLENT beside it then you are 1st pick select. 

  

WHATDOES FIRST PICK SELECT MEAN? 

Means you can be BUMPED out of your place at ANY TIME. For instance. Lets say there are 3 

females in a litter and you want an excellent and are 3rd place select. You can pay $300 more and 

#1 guarantee your spot in first pick. The other 2people who were in first and second go down the list. 

so 1st pick would go to2nd and 2nd would go to 3rd. 
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With this in mind. If you are 1st pick on any litter there is no reservations on yet. Understand unless 

you say I want absolute 1st pick with no chance of being bumped. Then buy and EXCELLENT or 

you could be bumped. 

  

This system is designed for fairness believe it or not. First thing is, it is possible in a litter that no one 

buys an excellent. In this case a selectperson who is in first place can choose who they want if 

temperament is a match. I usually try to not state who is an excellent graded to make it fair. BUT 

someone will go home with that excellent graded pup. The one who gets the excellent I tell them at 

the time, this one was the excellent just so you know! 

  

So if you are in 2nd or 3rd place right now and want to bump yourself up to absolute first pick. Then 

tell me right away and pay the $300 and you are confirmed. If by chance 2 people emailed me or 

messaged me wanting the same thing, I will have to go with the first one who pays. In all fairness 

something must be in place and this indicates they are completely serious obviously. If you are at 

work and can't send etransfer I will trust you until you get home if I say that. I tell everyone the same 

thing so it is fair. We have to go on first deposit received normally. If I spoke to you first and 

someone messaged me while I was speaking to you then I would surely say there is someone else 

inquiring. If I told you I will hold until tonight I will expect you to pay when you get home and I would 

have told the other people they have to wait until I receive payment. Although even this is not fair for 

the second person but we have to make some sort of rule to be fair. 

  

If there is any questions I did not clarify here please feel free to ask. It will remain here for people to 

see. 

If I forgot to add something or clarify something I will update this doc. 

  

Thank you 

  

Dean 

 


